WARNING

Safety glasses must be worn at all times when operating or servicing this equipment.

Your new Woodpecker is designed to replace hand held shears for increased performance and capacity with a minimum of maintenance and service. Equipped with either a 30° angle tip blade for thick material or 45° angle tip blade for thin material.

TO OPERATE MACHINE

Connect Air Supply to machine (60-90psi). Lay fabric over soft foam to protect the blade. Place Woodpecker on material and press lever #2 to begin cutting.

To Adjust Blade Speed (1,000 - 55,000 stroke per minute)
Adjust knob #1 clockwise to decrease speed and counter-clockwise to increase speed.

To Replace Blade
Remove (2) screws and replace blade #3 as required.

To Adjust Blade Angle
Loosen knob #4 and adjust blade mount for desired blade angle.

To Adjust Blade Height (0 - 5mm (.20 in.))
Loosen top lock ring and adjust lower ring #6 as required.

To Adjust Handle Height
Loosen screws #7 and adjust height as required.

Replacement Blades
80C13-65  30°angle tip blade (Thick material)
80C13-66  45°angle tip blade (Thin material)
**Limited Warranty.** Eastman warrants to the buyer that the Woodpecker shall be free from defects in materials or workmanship for a period of 6 months commencing on the date of invoice. Any goods or parts claimed by the buyer to be defective must be returned to Eastman, freight charges prepaid, within the 6 month warranty period. If Eastman determines that the goods or parts are defective in materials or workmanship, Eastman’s sole obligation under this warranty shall be, at Eastman’s sole option, to repair or replace the defective goods or parts or to provide to the buyer a credit equal to the portion of the purchase price allocable to the defective goods or parts. This warranty shall not apply if defects are caused by product misuse or neglect, if the machine has been altered or modified by the buyer, or if other than genuine Eastman belts, emery wheels, knives or parts are used in the machine. THIS WARRANTY IS THE ONLY WARRANTY APPLICABLE TO THIS PURCHASE. SELLER DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

**Limitation of Liability.** Eastman’s liability to the buyer, and the buyer’s remedies from Eastman, whether in contract, negligence, tort, under any warranty or otherwise, shall be limited to the remedies provided in the foregoing Limited Warranty. In no event shall Eastman have any responsibility or liability to the buyer for (a) any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages, including, but not limited to, loss of use, revenue, or profit, even if Eastman has been advised of the possibility of such damages, or (b) any claim against the buyer by any third party. The price stated for the product sold is a consideration for limiting Eastman’s liability.